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The plasma facing components (PFCs) must withstand the thermal, mechanical and neutron loads under cyclic mode of operation and

vacuum. Despite that PFCs of ITER and demonstration reactors must assure reliability and long in service lifetime. For that reason

PFCs are designed to be made of beryllium, tungsten or carbon fibre composites armours and copper based heat sink material. Such

design concepts can only be used if joining methods of these dissimilar materials are resolved.

Several techniques have been developed for joining W and Cu e. g. casting of pure Cu onto W, high temperature brazing, direct

diffusion bonding or CVDs of W onto Cu. The main problem in the development of such joints is the large difference in the

coefficients of thermal expansion, CTE (alphaCu&#61627;4alphaW) and elastic modula (ECu&#61627;0.2EW). These differences

result in large stresses at the W/Cu interfaces during manufacturing and/or during operation, which may lead to cracking or

delamination reducing lifetime of the components. Possible solution to this problem is the use of W-Cu composites (FGM).

W-Cu composites are widely used for spark erosion electrodes, in heavy duty circuit breakers and as heat sinks of microelectronic

devices. They are commonly produced by infiltration of a porous sintered tungsten by liquid copper. Other technological route is

powder metallurgy. Coatings can be produced by low pressure plasma spraying. All these methods, however, are known to have some

disadvantages. For infiltration there is a 30 wt.% limit of Cu content while for powder metallurgy and plasma spraying techniques

porosity is of concern.

In our work the W-Cu composites of different composition were produced by pulse plasma sintering (PPS). This new method utilizes

pulsed high electric discharges to heat the powders under uniaxial load. The arc discharges clean surface of powder particles and

intensify diffusion. The total sintering time is reduced to several minutes. In our investigations various conditions of milling, mixing

and sintering have been examined. The chemistry and microstructure of powders and composites were investigated. Mechanical

properties were measured at room temperature in tensile tests (microsamples) and by hardness measurements. Measurements of

coefficients of thermal expansion were also carried out. It has been found that PPS method can be used to obtain material of 98% TD.

The experiments of joining the composite material to tungsten and copper plates gave promising results.
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